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Figure 2: Viewstamped Replication (VR) protocol. The ordering point (black line) indicates the point in the algorithm
where the ordering of the log operation is determined and the FT point (black diamond) is the point where the operation
has been replicated and can be considered fault-tolerant. In VR, step 2 at the leader provides ordering, and step 3 at the
other replicas provide durability.

• Ordered operations are guaranteed to have a single serial ordering. These can be provided in a number of
ways, including serialization through a single server or timestamps based on loosely synchronized clocks
like Spanner.
Researchers have traditionally analyzed the complexity of distributed protocols using metrics like the number
of messages processed by each replica or the number of message delays per operation. We conduct our analysis
by studying when logged, ordered and FT operations are required, as this ultimately gives greater insight into
how to co-design the layered protocols used in distributed transactional storage systems.
At the same time, the number of logged, ordered and FT operations in each protocol gives insight into the
basic complexity (i.e., message delays) and performance. FT operations require a single round-trip to multiple
replicas. Ordered operations vary in cost, depending on how the ordering is provided. Logged operations are the
most expensive because they provide both ordering and fault tolerance.
Two-phase commit and concurrency control mechanisms were designed for disk-based logs so they use
logged operations for fault tolerance. In the following two sections, we analyze whether logged operations in
these protocols require ordering or can be replaced with the cheaper FT operations.

3.1

Analysis of Standard Protocols

Consistent Replication We first briefly analyze the basic replication protocol used to provide logged operations. The commonly-used consensus protocols, like Multi-Paxos or VR, are leader-based. In the common,
non-failure case, shown in Figure 2, these protocols provide consensus in two steps: the first step provides
ordering, while the second ensures fault tolerance. Essentially, these protocols provided logged operations by
combining an ordered operation followed by an FT operation. The ordered operation is expensive; it is provided
by serialization through the leader, incurring a round-trip and leading to a bottleneck at the leader.
Previous work has noted the cost of providing ordering in consensus-based replication protocols. Our following analysis is orthogonal and complementary to recent work [18, 14, 15] on providing replication protocols
where some of the operations do not require ordering.
3.1.1 Distributed Transactions
2PC uses logged operations to the replication layer in three places, shown as black numbered circles in Figure 3.
The operations need to be fault-tolerant but not necessarily ordered.
To ensure that prepared transactions are not lost due to failures at the participants, the prepare operation
must be an FT operation. The commit/abort operation must be an FT operation as well; it requires durability
to move the participant out of the prepared state and to persist the eﬀects of the transaction. At the coordinator,
the commit/abort decision must be an FT operation to ensures that, if there is a failure at the coordinator, the
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1. Client sends prepare to participants.
Time

Client

Coordinator

Participant

1

2. Participant prepares to commit transaction and
responds to coordinator.

2
FT Points

3. Once all participants respond, coordinator
makes the commit decision and sends decision
to participants and client.

3
4

4. Participant commits/aborts the transaction.
Figure 3: Two-phase Commit (2PC) protocol. Participants are servers involved in the transaction. Logged operations are
marked as black circles with a white operation number. The blocking period represents the period when participants block
on a decision from the coordinator.

participants can still find the outcome of the transactions1 . Otherwise, participants could be blocked in the
prepared state forever.
Whether the 2PC operations require ordering, besides fault tolerance, depends on whether the underlying
concurrency control mechanism relies on ordered prepare and commit operations to maintain transaction ordering. In the next subsection we further analyze the ordering requirements for 2PC operations when integrating
diﬀerent concurrency control mechanisms.
Observation: 2PC requires at least 3 FT operations, but ordering depends on the underlying concurrency control
mechanism.
3.1.2 Distributed Concurrency Control
While 2PC relies on replication for durability, the concurrency control mechanism is the application being replicated. Thus, its requirements dictate the ordering guarantees needed from the replication layer.
The number of logged operations remains the same in the integrated 2PC/concurrency control protocol. Concurrency control mechanisms do not require additional logged operations during the execution period because
the transaction can always abort on failure. However, during 2PC, the concurrency control state must be logged
on prepare and commit.
Diﬀerent concurrency control mechanisms have diﬀerent requirements for the replication layer. For S2PL,
shown in Figure 4, acquiring locks during the execution phase is not a logged operation, however, it is an
ordered operation. This ordered operation may be handled by the replication layer; a common way to implement
distributed S2PL is to keep the locks at the leader of the replica group and send all operations to the leader during
the execution period. The prepare operation for S2PL/2PC does not depend on ordering, so it only needs an FT
operation for durability. The commit operation releases locks, so it must be an ordered and FT operation.
OCC/2PC, shown in Figure 5, has a diﬀerent set of requirements. During execution, there are no ordered
operations. Thus, distributed OCC can send reads to any replica and support buﬀered writes at the client2 . Instead,
OCC/2PC’s prepare operation must be an ordered and FT operation. OCC requires ordering on prepare because
it checks for conflicts against previously accepted (prepared or committed) transactions. The commit operations
do not need ordering, but aborts do because they aﬀect conflict checks.
S2PL and OCC maintain consistency in fundamentally diﬀerent ways, therefore, they have diﬀerent ordering
requirements. At the participants, S2PL requires one ordered operation per lock, one FT operation and one
logged operation, while OCC requires two logged operations. The coordinator still may require either an FT or
a logged operation, depending on how it makes the commit/abort decision.
Observation: Optimistic concurrency control mechanisms limit the number of ordered operations.
1

If the coordinator cannot vote to abort after a successful prepare, then the coordinator does not require a logged operation
A common optimization, used by Spanner [6], is to buﬀer writes for S2PL as well and acquire write locks on prepare. Then, the
prepare for S2PL/2PC would also require ordering.
2
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Figure 4: 2PC with Strict Two-Phase Locking (S2PL). The execution period represents when client runs the transaction,
sending reads and writes to the server. With S2PL, locks block other transactions until they are released, so acquiring the
lock is an ordered operation. That makes the prepare an FT operation, while the commit/abort decision at the coordinator
and the commit/abort at the participants is a logged operation.
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1
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6. Participant commits the transaction and removes
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Figure 5: 2PC with Optimistic Concurrency Control (OCC). Instead of blocking other transactions, OCC executes
optimistically, then checks for conflicts on prepare. This makes the prepare a logged operation, along with the coordinator
commit/abort decision and the commit/abort at the participants.

3.1.3 The Integrated Transaction Protocol
In this section, we combine 2PC and concurrency control with consistent replication into a full, integrated
protocol. This integration allows us to see the consequences of requirements in the 2PC/concurrency control
protocol on the replication protocol.
For simplicity, we only analyze the pessimistic, S2PL/2PC/VR protocol shown in Figure 6. We add a common optimization that Spanner uses to the protocol from the last section. We buﬀer writes at the client and
only acquire write locks on prepare, making the prepare operation an ordered (and FT) operation. Altogether,
we believe this protocol represents the typical way a distributed storage system today might provide replicated,
distributed transactions.
There are a large number of ordered operations in this protocol. Reads during execution, prepares, and
commits at the coordinator and the participants, all require ordered operations. These represent extra network
delays and throughput bottlenecks. The protocol also has 3 FT operations.
Observation: The standard integration of S2PL/2PC/VR requires a large number of ordered (and FT) operations
to provide transactional consistency.
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9. Coordinator sends commit to participant leaders and client.
10. Participant leader commits and releases locks.

11. Participant replica commits and releases locks.
Figure 6: S2PL/VR/2PC. We add the write-buﬀering optimization that Spanner uses, where write locks are acquired on
prepare. Together, we believe this integrated protocol represents the typical way to provide distributed replicated transactions.

3.2

Analysis of Spanner

The recent Spanner protocol, shown in Figure 7, is Google’s solution to replicated, distributed transactions.
Its key contribution is TrueTime, which uses atomic clocks to provide loosely synchronized clocks with error
bounds. Spanner uses TrueTime to provide ordering for read-only transactions without acquiring locks. Since
read-only transactions require only ordering, and not durability, using TrueTime for ordering eliminates the need
to serialize read-only transactions through a single server.
Spanner avoids serializing read-only transactions through a single server because it incurs an extra roundtrip and the server can become a bottleneck. Systems that rely only on the replication layer to provide ordering,
like MegaStore [3], always incur these overheads,. Spanner demonstrates that there are other ways to provide
ordering in a distributed system that can be more eﬀective in some cases. Of course, there is a trade-oﬀ. TrueTime
requires waits and only provides consistency as long as clock skews are within error bounds.
To support read-only transactions using TrueTime, Spanner must serialize each read/write transaction at a
single timestamp. While Spanner makes eﬀective use of TrueTime for read-only transactions, it uses the standard
S2PL/2PC/VR protocol for read-write transactions, with a wait on commit to accommodate clock skew. Spanner
still uses a leader-based Paxos protocol and serialization through the leader for locking. Thus, for each readwrite transaction, Spanner uses the same amount of distributed coordination as standard S2PL/2PC/VR to make
a single ordering decision.
Observation: Spanner requires a large number of ordered (and FT) operations to order each transaction at a
single timestamp.
3.2.1 Optimistic Spanner
As an example of how we can move and eliminate ordered operations in Spanner, we propose an alternative
Spanner protocol, shown in Figure 8. This protocol has two changes from the basic Spanner protocol. First,
we switch Spanner to OCC, which uses fewer ordered operations, but may have to abort. Next, we move the
coordinator from one of the participants to the client, which we assume to be an application server. With these
changes, we can eliminate ordered operations during execution, to allow reads from any replica for read-write
transactions, and eliminate a ordered and replicated operation at the coordinator.
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9. After waiting for the uncertainty bound, coordinator sends commit
with commit timestamp to participant leaders and client.
10. Participant leaders commit at commit timestamp, and release locks.

11. Participant replicas commit at commit timestamp, and release
locks.
Figure 7: Spanner Commit Protocol. This protocol is very similar to the S2PL/VR/2PC algorithm. The key diﬀerence is
the use of timestamps from roughly synchronized clocks (TrueTime) and wait period (of double the uncertainty bound),
which enables linearizable read-only transactions without locking or 2PC.

Spanner’s use of TrueTime lends itself well to OCC. Like Spanner and unlike locking, OCC orders each
transaction at a single timestamp, supplied by the coordinator on commit. In a distributed system, selecting a
globally-relevant commit timestamp can be tricky; however, Spanner’s commit timestamps work perfectly as
OCC timestamps.
Observation: Ordered operations can be moved and eliminated in some cases while still maintaining transactional consistency.

4

Inconsistent Replication and TAPIR

Our analysis above shows that existing protocols require multiple ordered and fault tolerant operations to commit
transactions in a replicated, partitioned database system. We argue that the inability to separate fault-tolerant and
ordered operations is a major cause of wasted work in these cases, because extra protocol steps and increased
blocking result in worse latency and throughput. Motivated by this observation, we recently designed a new
transaction system based on the idea of co-designing the transaction coordination and replication protocols to
support eﬃcient, unordered operations [23, 24].
As part of this work, we have designed a new replication protocol, inconsistent replication (IR) that treats
fault-tolerant and ordered operations separately. IR is not intended to be used by itself; rather, it is designed to
be used with a higher-level protocol, like a distributed transaction protocol. IR provides fault-tolerance without
enforcing any consistency guarantees of its own. Instead, it allows the higher-level protocol, which we refer
to as the application protocol, to decide the outcome of conflicting operations. It does so using two classes of
operations:
• inconsistent operations are fault-tolerant but not ordered: successful operations persist across failures, but
operations can execute in any order.
• consensus operations are allowed to execute in any order, but return a single consensus result. Successful
operations and their consensus results persist across failures.
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Figure 8: Optimistic Spanner. We switch the Spanner protocol to OCC instead of S2PL and eliminate the coordinator. The
switch to OCC enables reads to be served by any replica. If the replica is not up-to-date, the transaction will abort during
the prepare phase. Eliminating the coordinator lets the client pick (and know) the commit timestamp earlier, but leaves the
client with nothing to do while waiting out the uncertainty.

Both types of operations are eﬃcient: inconsistent operations complete in one round trip without coordination
between replicas, as do consensus operations when replicas agree on their results (the common case). If replicas
disagree on the result of a consensus operation, the application protocol on the client is responsible for deciding
the outcome of the operation in an application-specific way.
TAPIR is designed to be layered atop IR in a replicated, transactional storage system. Figure 9 demonstrates
how coordination in TAPIR works using the same transaction as Figure 6. TAPIR obtains greater performance
because IR does not require any leaders or centralized coordination.
As we noted in our discussion of Spanner above, using optimistic concurrency control instead of locking
makes it possible to reduce the number of ordered operations. TAPIR uses this approach, and takes it further
using optimistic timestamp ordering. The client selects a timestamp using its local clock, and proposes that as the
transaction’s timestamp in its prepare operation. Participant replicas accept the transaction’s prepare only if both
of two conditions hold: they have not processed any transactions with a higher timestamp, and the transaction
passes an OCC validation check with all previously prepared transactions. This reduces the number of ordered
operations to one.
Realizing this technique requires careful protocol design. In particular, TAPIR must be able to handle inconsistent results from its replication layer, select timestamps in a way that ensures progress, and tolerate failures of
client-coordinators. We do not attempt to describe these protocols here in detail; the interested reader is referred
to our recent SOSP paper [23] and its accompanying technical report [24].

5

Conclusion

Many partitioned replicated databases treat the replicated storage much as they might use a traditional disk:
as a persistent, ordered log. Unlike a disk, however, replicated distributed systems are able to achieve fault
tolerance without ordering operations (and vice versa). We have presented a framework for analyzing transaction
coordination protocols in terms of the number of fault tolerant and ordered operations, and argue that separating
them in this way provides insight into the fundamental costs of diﬀerent approaches like two-phase locking and
optimistic concurrency control in distributed systems. As a concrete example, we discuss our recent work on
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Figure 9: Example read-write transaction in TAPIR. TAPIR executes the same transaction pictured in Figure 6 with less
redundant coordination. Reads go to the closest replica and Prepare takes a single round-trip to all replicas in all shards.

the TAPIR protocol, which uses optimistic concurrency control and optimistic timestamp ordering to eliminate
most of its ordered operations, allowing it to use a replication protocol (IR) that provides fault tolerance without
ordering.
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